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Publications in several magazines in the past three years. More information also available via LinkedIn 

profile: http://www.linkedin.com/profile/view?id=51091073&trk=nav_responsive_tab_profile  

Tijdschrift voor de Volkshuisvesting: This is an independent magazine which publishes scientific 

articles about urbanisation, social housing, livelihood improvement methods and urban development in the 

Netherlands. (1200 copies a month) 

- Langere verhuisketens? Het kan!  Improving moving chains? It’s possible! (June 2013) The 
article portrays the result of an experiment where elder tenants (65+) in the social housing sector 
are enticed to move out of their bigger homes to smaller houses in order to make room for 
families.  

 

S+RO: This is an independent magazine which publishes articles about urban development and planning 

in the Netherlands. (1700 copies, 6x a year) 

- Krimpen met kwaliteit  Shrinkage with quality (June 2013) In the periphery of the Netherlands 
communities are experiencing shrinkage. This article describes the result of three years 
experimenting with different approaches on housing, livelihood and public services in 13 pilots 
across the Netherlands.  

 

RO-magazine: This is an independent magazine which publishes articles on urban development, 

infrastructure and environment. (2650 copies a month) 

- De transparante anarchie van zelforganisatie  The transparent anarchy of self-organisation 
(July 2012) This article describes the first experiences of 13 self-organisation pilots on public 
spaces, renewable energy, art within a neighborhood and more, in New Towns.  

- Rollen omgedraaid na een halve eeuw New Towns  Changing roles after 50 years New Towns 
(March 2012) This article describes the changing roles of the government and citizens. Citizens 
need and want to do more in their direct surroundings where municipal governments have been in 
charge for the last 50 years. What does this mean for both parties? 

 

Het Experiment: This is the corporate magazine of the SEV which was published until SEV merged with 

three other organisations in June 2012. The magazine contained articles about the experiments and its 

progress but also commentaries and points-of-view about policies and social issues in the Netherlands. 

(7000 copies 4x a year) 

- De ervaring zal het leren: Flexibele bestemmingsplannen  The future will tell: Flexible urban 
planning (Feb 2012) The Dutch urban planning system has helped to rebuild the nation after WWII 
but is now considered too strict. Times are changing, needs are changing, smaller development 
are popular in times of crisis.  What kind of planning system is required to meet these demands 
and what would happen if we would discard planning rules altogether? The article is the start of an 
experiment on flexible planning in six cities and municipalities in the Netherlands. For this 
experiment we had to ask permission from the National government to go outside the rules and 
laws of the Dutch urban planning.  

- Flexibel wonen in Woonhotels  Flexible living in residential hotels (June 2011) This article 
describes the changing society and its changing needs of forms of social housing. The Woonhotel 
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(residential hotel) might be a solution for groups in need of housing for a short period of time. See 
also Evaluation of residential hotels. 

- Evaluatie Woonhotels  Evaluation of residential hotels (April 2011) In the Netherlands it is not 
allowed to live in hotels for a longer period than three months. If so it is called living which 
contains different requirements in terms of planning (environmental issues such as noise 
regulations). In this evaluation three different forms of temporary housing (duration up to a year) 
are evaluated. These forms are still under discussion in the Netherlands because of taxes and 
rights of the tenants (lease contracts). 

- Krimp, bewegen in ruimtegebruik  Shrinking Regions, developments in using of space (Dec 
2010) This article describes different solutions used in Germany which might be interesting for the 
Netherlands as well. 


